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l_thaca College 
published independently by the-students of Ithaca College Ithaca, New York 
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Whalen Addresses Collet{e Faculty 
Ithaca College President 
Janies J. Whalen addressed the 
·faculty last night, covering an 
impressive range of topics from 
community involvement in the 
budget to the Provost's Search 
Committee, to allowing for the . 
introduction of new faculty and 
he said, speaking of the 100-plus 
students livi_ng in triple situa-
tions. But he remembered his 
days at Ohio University, where 
. "as many as 70 percent of the 
rooms were' tripled." . 
Enrollment 
administrators. - Although upperclass attri-
. Nine new .faculty members . tion, usually 16-17 percent be-
were introduced as being on the, tween spring and fall semesters, 
, School of Music's payroll, three· · dropped by several percentage 
for the school of HPER, eight for points this year, Whalen said the 
H&S, five in Business and four in college will be taking a hard loqk 
Allied Health.. The. schools of . . _ 
Comminication . ;uid. · ens -intro- . 
dm:ed-.t~o and four new ·part--
time faculty members, respec-
_ tively. 
. .. 
Dana Professorship 
CoJ.}versation shortly shifted 
to the Dana Professorship, and . 
Whalen announced that a plan 
f~r the process (of se!ecting the 
faculty· member 'to ~ceive··the 
Jfi'ofessorsliip) has been deve-
lope·d in the Provost's office. 
There will be, said Whalen, 
fw:ther ~i!?fllSS~~.1'1 ~~~~. ~~~ fa~ 
· · culty' Council a:b!)ut 1t, because 
"the process we have devel~p~d 
does a.Uqw fpr fll,c~Jty participa:: 
tiori."' .. -
Conc~rning the-: -proY,ost . 
at future enrollment projections 
because that will affect the 
needed campus renovations du-
ring the next few years. 
As an example, Whalen said 
that to renovate one of the two 
Tower dormitories would take 
$800,000-$1,000,000. But it will 
not be worth investing money in· 
such a large-scale renovation if 
enrollment does drop, so other 
possibilities (ie, academic, ad-
ministrative) are being inves-
tigated for the space in the 
Towers. 
Budget 
"This year, deans and direc-
, tors \\'.ill ·participate from the 
very beginning," Whalen an-
nounced, and faculty and student 
input will be sought. He 
cautioned, however, that "there 
will npt be enough money for 
every demand," and. we should 
look. more critically at·what' we 
should be spending in·the future. 
Previous budgetary policies 
(. 
Search Comtnittee,'Whalen said, 
"it never: i:eally stopp~d/' . 
Advertisements will be placed in 
the Chronicle of Higher Educa-
tion again, and, ''I'm sure we'll be 
innundated with applications 
again," he said_. If th_e qualifica-
tions for the position change, the 
faculty will be ·notified, Whalen 
said in response to Drama--
Speech -chairman. Bo Brown's 
question concerning just that. 
PHOTO BY FRANK SELLERS 
"I Tl;IINK THE ~TRENGTH OF ITHACA COL· 
LEGE, THE LONGER I AM HERE. IS IN ITS 
Reaccreditation 
DIVERSITY." PRESIDENT JAMES J. WHALEN 
at Ithaca college, according to 
Whalen, have been to spend x 
number of dollars each year and. 
then, at budget time, just add an 
increment for the next year. 
"Building on increments' doesn't 
review what is being spent," he 
stated. 
If any individual has a 
concern about the budget, Wha-
lerJ invited him to call · Carl 
Sgrecci (comptroller: x:3118) to 
discuss it. He also suggested 
administrators· or faculty · (or 
both) get together in groups for a 
group fiscal presentation by the 
comptroller. 
And speaking of money, the 
additional $150,000 grant from 
the Gannett organization has 
insured that the Gannett Campus 
Center (library) will be finished 
hy the end of this semester, and 
dedicated next spring. 
Gifts 
Speaking of more money, it 
was announced that LC. received 
$1.1 million dollars in total gifts 
for the fiscal year ending June, 
1976. That makes it the third 
year in a row that more than $1 
million dollars has been received 
in total gifts, and Whalen praised 
the Development Of!i~. for ·its 
success in in<:reasing. both· gifts 
' and the number of donors. 
There was time for ques-
tions and answers-which several 
faculty members took advantage 
of. But due to time and space 
limitations. those questions and 
ans'!"C'rs will he covered more 
in-depth in next week's Ithacan. 
One of the big announce-
ments of the evening was that of 
the re-accreditation process, be-
ginning1 October 17 and lasting. 
for th~e days. 'i:>uring that 
time, it was noted, there sh'ould 
be, plenty of opportunity for 
facutly to talk with .members of 
the 21-man re-accreditation team 
. . . even a coffee hour on October 
18, for frustrated faculty to "vent 
their spleens" -as Reaccreditation 
supervisor Bill Scoones phrased 
it. 
~~Grading s.rstem EvaD-tlUJJ,ft<ed9c==~ 
NFT To Be Dropped? 
Reporting on enrollment, 
Whalen said there are approxi-
mately 4300 students currently 
enrolled here, almost 175 more 
than expected._ "There is no 
question of the inconvenience," 
GRADE INFLATION (stu-
dents receiving higher grades 
than they actually deserve) may 
be ground to a halt September 21 
when the Ithaca College Faculty 
Council meets to consider insti-
tuting some dramatic changes in 
the grading system h~re. 
According to a report from 
the Faculty Council Ad-Hoc 
Committee on Academic Stan-
dards (AHCAS), "faculty and 
administrators almost unani-
mously expressed dissatisfaction 
with the (present) grading sy-
stem, joined by a majority of the 
students who responded (to the 
1 
AHCAS poll)." 
This report was to have 
been discussed at Tuesday 
night's Faculty council meetign, 
but that meeting was dispersed 
after 15 minutes for lack of a 
quorum. 
T,he faculty's dissatisfaction 
with the present grading system 
apparently stems from not ha-
ving ad or F grade to award a 
student. By a t~o-to-one vote, 
faculty favored putting the 
grade back on report cards, but 
keeping. the NFT - not for 
transcript - for those students 
who. might deserve a second 
chance . 
On the question of NFT, 
however, the faculty is divided. 
one hundred twenty two faculty 
members do not believe in giving 
second chances, as they voted 
'yes' to dropping the NFT grade. 
Students were opposed to drop-
ping NFT by two-to-one. 
Other results of the AHCAS 
poll are shown below. 
Included in the report to be 
presented on the 21st is a list of 
findings that AHCAS deter-
mined through studies, research 
and workshops on the grading 
system at ithaca College. 
YES 
Excerpts from the report are: 
"The Faculty Council or the 
administration shlluld provide a 
forum where .. . the issues of 
grading systems, academic stan-
dards and the learning process 
can be discussed at length . . . a 
generally acceptable way should 
be found to accommodate com-
petency based evaluation within 
the system. 
"There should be an oppor-
tunity for the faculty as a whole 
to become familiar with ... 
markedly different philosophies 
regarding the purpose of a 
[continued on page 11) 
!!.2. 
Escape Artist 
Per_f ormini.{ 
Ton¼ht 
This evening·at 7:30, Linder-. 
water escape artist, DeLion, will 
plunge to the bottom of I.C.'s 
outdoor swimming pool wearing 
ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH THE PRESENT 
GRADING S°VSTEM? 
I 
IN ANY SYSTEM. SHOULD WE R.ETAIN PLUSES 
AND MINUSES? 
FACULTY· 
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By Troey Schroth 
Nite court, the newest disco 
spot in town, where young and 
old can go to " .. :boogie their 
cares :away" as owner Lou 
Cataldo put it, has become· the 
scene of one of the hottest, most 
controversial issues in Ithaca. 
Located on North Aurora 
St.. just iine · block past the 
Ithaca Commons, Nite Court is 
" ... the only place people can go 
to really have a good time" says 
Cataldo. Not all the-people who 
have been to the new disco 
however, feel the same way. 
Ever since Nite Court O· 
pened May 14th it h~ had 
numerous proble_ms with the gay 
community in Ithaca. It all 
started late last December when 
Lhe Gay People's Center received 
a phone c~II from a Mr. Cataldo 
concerning the opening of a gay 
bar in town. He explained that 
he was part owner of Twelve 
West in New York City, a very 
successful gay har. 
According to people at the 
Center, Mr. Cataldo called a 
numher of times to discuss his 
plans for a gay "juice" bar .and 
dis('o and got their opinions. 
1'hPy discouraged him, their 
reasons being that people would 
prefer a bar which served liquor 
and which was closer to town (He 
had chosen a sight which was 
formerly Shipwreck Kelly's on 
Rt. 366). That was the last they 
heard for about two months. 
Then in February they heard 
about his plans to open Nite 
Court. 
Three members of the Gay 
Center decided to pay him a visit 
and ask him about his policy 
concerning gays. According to 
the three visitors, Mr. Cataldo 
made it clear that anyone was 
welcome in his bar--straights and 
gays--he would not discriminate. 
The gays could do what they 
wanted as long as they did not 
engage in any lewd acts. They 
agreed. 
Then came opening night ·· 
May 14th -- and the trouble 
started. Two women were slow 
dancing and were asked to leave 
the dance floor. A few nights 
later two men were thrown out 
while doing the Latin hustle. On 
a few occasions Cataldo claimed 
that certain gay individuals were· 
engaging in " ... lewd and ob-
scene" sexual behavior. He was 
losing business and on July 2nd 
his no "same-sex touching" policy 
came into effect. 
All organizations 
wishing 
r:., 
On July 7. forty or more gay 
people gathered on the dance 
Door ana would not move until 
they were given.an explanation. 
The mU!!iC stopped, the lights 
went on and Cataldo confronted -
them. He said · they were ' 
~elcome as long as they adhered - picket line in front carrying signs. --
to ·his policy. Th~y refused and with slogans such as "Lesbians -
as a result were told toleave: · like to .dance too", and "We 
On July 9 the boycott began. demand our rights." 
If you ever go by Nite Court on a 
Wednesday, Friday, or Saturday 
night, you will see the organized 
continued on page 11 
IC Math Pro.fessOt"c 'l'Rv.olved 
. . 
With NASA Experiment 
By Mark Engstrom 
Imagine yourself floating acrpss the Atlantic 
Ocean in a balloon ... a storm has blown you off 
course and you are lost. Without the aid of a 
high-powerea radio you would be in an almost 
hopeless ~sition based on the current standards of 
rescue technology; but NASA is now working on a 
search and rescue procedure which would make it 
possible for y_our position to be pin~inted within 
three miles. This past summer Associate Professor 
Connie Elson of the mathejJlatics department had 
the op~rtunit,y to spend 10 weeks at the Goddard 
Space Flight Center working for this project. 
-
Dr. Elson said she was su_prised to hear she 
had been accepted for the NASA-ASEE Summer 
Faculty Fellowship due to the fact that on~ of the 
co-sponsors is the American Society for Electrical 
Engmeers and that Ithaca College has. no 
engmeering school. She has had some experience 
as a scientific programmer, and also expressed an 
"interest in mathematics as it is applied to the real 
world." Her job at NASA involved creating a math 
model and testing it with real data gathered from 
the experiments. 
The main ex{?eriment which Dr. Elson was 
involved with revolved around a l!H4 Dodge which 
was travelling from Illinois to Washington, D.C. 
The car was equipped with a special transmitter 
and then had its journey tracked by a sophisticated 
weather research satellite which was orbiting 
overhead. It was hoped by the creators of the 
experiment that a successful tracl5mg of the car 
would enable the tracking system to tie aJ?plied to 
any planes or weather balloons which ~ignt stray 
off course when over the ocean. · · 
As the train approaches, t,he. pitch of the sound is 
high, but as soon,as the tram reaches·the person 
the pitch drops considerably. In the case of the 
experiment, the pitch of the radio waves sent to the 
satellite changes as the satellite flies past the~. 
thus enabling the satellite to determine the car's 
positiOI\. ·· ·,. , • 
Dr~_Elson s~ulated that one explanation for 
the ex_periment s initial lack of success might be 
due to the erratic movement of the car along the 
bends of the road. She also thinks that an9ther 
possibhity is the fact that the satellite WllS directly 
over the car; she would like to conduct more 
experiments and check whether orbits in which the 
safellit-e approaches the car from a wider angle 
would make any difference. As of now, the satellite 
can approximate the location of the car within 50 
miles, out NASA wont reg<\I'd the _operatiqn as 
suitable for search and rescue operations until the 
distance can be narrowed to three miles. · 
Ideally, the experiment should be conducted 
with an airborn object instead of a car. The extra 
cost involved in an airborn experiment, however, 
has not enabled the Goddard Center's experiment 
to extend beyond the 1914 Dodge. "It is a question 
o priorities," Dr. Elson explained, 'if we 
demonstrated that our mathematical procedure 
could locate a moving object to within tliree miles 
· they might put out money to test it better. At the 
moment this is a very: small-scale project." 
Dr. Elson said sfie was amazed by the number 
of satellites launched by NASA--6oth for· the 
United States and other countries as well--and was 
impressed_by the almost 100 percent success rate 
attained. With the adds of success so good NASA 
is now searching for neWer and better applications 
for their satellifes. 
to submit 
Constitution & 
Unfortunately, the tracking of the car has not 
yet been accurate enough to be labelled a sucess. 
At one point before Dr. Elson arrived at NASA-last 
May ttie car was travelling through Chicago and 
the satellite had it placed in the center oI Lake 
. Michigan! Dr. Elson thinks that she ean improve 
. on these results and hopes to be -able to explore 
other models which might be able to be applied to 
the experiment. 
. Tfie means used to track the car is to analyze 
what is known as the Doppler -shift. Dr. Elson 
mentioned that an example of this would be the 
difference in the pitch of sound a train makes when, 
it goes past a person standing beside the tracks. 
If funding is availalbe, Dr. Elson has the option 
of returning to the Goddard ~Space Fl!ght CentE;r 
again next summer. In the mean time she ts 
tfiinking of offering independent .,studies for 
students with an interest in the type of -research 
she has done. She mentioned that the 
requirements for such a course would be a 
background of CalC'tllus III, computer program-
ming, and some statistics as well. It is her hope 
that she will be able to offer some of the applied 
mathematics which students will be able to get jobs 
budgets 
must do so blf 
f1or moli"<e 
nnfoirmail:iotn.l, 
corratacit 
studenic 
go~ ell"nm errofi 
office 
~74 .. 33171 
n3377 
we are also 
looking Jot a secretary. 
secretarial skills 
necessary. 
pay negotiable~ 
~ ;, • : • I, ' C • ' ! -\.'.,!,)',: 
. ' . 
with. 
ATTENTION! 
Gay W onien and· Men 
. . 
Conie On O·ut! 
W.e need people to make our organization work. 
Gay people of Ithaca Cqllege is a group desi~ed 
to fit the needs of LC.'s gay community. We hope 
to have regular meetings, a counselling referral 
service dances and other social activities, ancl 
J .· 
political activities. Wha_t' s really important is, w~ -
exist in order that gay people can finally_ .meet-each 
other at Ithaca College. If you are at ali interested, 
please come ~o <?,Ur first meeting this Friday, 
Sept 10th af 7:00 pm in Friends room 111. 
The general public 
is welcome 
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: .,;· :.'lnqufflEr r C. SJ>eak.s 
• ' - • In reading the issue of the · we . ~re not. involved in the 
•. 
8 : Ithacan which w~ published last. dec,s1on-makmg process. -
PHOTOS BY LINDA STEWART O week; we noticed a cartoon Altho!Jgh we are !}10re than 
• • . entitled (~propriately enol!gh)\ 1>_leased w1~h th,e appointment of 
• - 8 "Behind Closed Doors". The • Tom Lo~gi_n ~s actmg dean of H 
: As a p.ew st!Jde!it to /. C. ~ow ha_ve you found ·y<iUr . 8. comic !llustra(ed verY. 'Y,ell what. . and ~- it 1s mterestmg ~o note first coupl.e-oJ weeks- here sociaUy':and, :<icaiJem- _ · - · •. we believe tohe' a maJor: P.roblem that. red Baker w~s rehired m 
• ically) · · ' · · - - , ~ · • . at colleges' and. ·universities a- A_pril yet was axed m Jupe, only 
· •- '· · • · cross the nation. . j after the students· and faculty 
• • · T:he:problem is not secrec:y, . wer.e a_way from campus, !llld not 
8 :::;3 ~~~~••• "• nor a Jack of input; the problem 1s avmlaole . for consultatro_n or 
John . -Callahan Health Aamin. 
Swampscott, Mass. frosh. ''It's 
been afot of- fun. I have good 
classes--not an overload of work. · 
I try to study in the· library 
instead of my room." 
'. --
~. in tire concentreation of power_ confrontatron. , - . . . 
. into a few hands. _ All otfief Last. years ,adm1mstration 
Ann Rooney~·.undec,' Montclair 
NJ, frosh. "Socially jt's-rantastic. 
Academically, I like all my 
course~ .. 
difficulties stem from this central was ne1tlier ·fair nor openi 
abuse. ho_p.efully_ this y1:ar, ~udget 3:no 
_ Until we fight to correct this ot.fier maJor dec1s10n !nformat1on 
.. abuse, budget priorities will be will 1:>e,. madf pubhc for . the . 
m.ade without too __ c_onsent of studel)t, b~dy be~or~ they are 
·those whose Jives and· education· acte~ µ'pon. ·If.this ts not to b_e 
· are : d_irectly · ~ffet;~~~ · by_· the· the.case, we wJtl'hav~ to·make !t 
adm1mstrat1ve ~ec1stons, · Deans - ~appen .. We are, entttl~d to this 
·will be continually hired and !nformatron · we re gomg to get 
fired without consultation. The -•!. 
flow of information wiJJ remain 
stagnant. · 
It is of little importance that 
we agree with some of the 
decisions made. The point is that 
The Executive Board 
11:he Open Doar Party J 
Chairperson's 
CoDllllent 
r 
Ithaca College, this is a ed; one representative ·is pro-
. reminder! The first Student vided for each 100 graduate 
- Con_gress meeting for the 1976- students enrolled at J.C.; five 
.1977 year is Tuesday, September reQresentatives from the School 14, ~97.6 at 8:0S Qm in tlie Unlori oflfomanities and Sciences; and 
Dmmg Rall. : The Executive one representative from each of 
Board and myself hope to begin the other academic schools. 
dealing with budget allocations Those stud~nts interested should 
-· and-constitution ratifications of either contact the Student Gov-
the organizations recognized-cby ernment 'office or the Dean of 
1 _ •• ~tu~t;ni, Congress at this ,initial- their respective academic school 
· meeting. . · before the first Student Con-
Also, I would like to remind gress meeting. 
the students of I.C. that the . The Executive Board and 
, S~udent:.J3ody Constitution pro- myself believe that we can really 
v1des 1.,1ot only for elected re pre- ID?ke S~udent ~ongre.ss. acco!11:· · 
. , _ . _ _ sentation_ from ·the Quad dorms, · phsh thmgs this year and with 
Jill ]5.aye,accotintmg, Rockland ·Terraces;. Towers and Garden the help of the-elected represen-
County frosh. "AcademicalJy it's - Apartments, but ais~ from ·other tatives, we most certainly shall! 
Nancy Son-entino:undec. Te~ -
neck NJ.frosh. "There's alot to 
do socially. I don't have the time 
to get homesick. I· like all my 
teachers." 
·r· I rk th -t - b t I areas of campus hfe. Each - . · _ }e:.~1 IC._ • 'I e e ow~rs u fraternitY. or sororit_y residing off . . ·Mary A. Gunthe·~ ,, 
thmk ih~y c_o~d-use a httl~. more · caJilp~ 1s _allowed t~ seno a _Chairperson of Student Congress 
-~. 
Dan Solomon,phys ed, Glens 
Fa11s, NY frosh./'My courses }lnd' . 
professors-re goruL · Socfally. I've-
had a pretty good time.",;-
renovation m the lounges. · · renresentattve; for every 100 
I.C. students living off campus, 
one representative can be elect- . 
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Traffic Policy-
Due for Change 
Although · current statistics on the actual 
number of registered cars on campus have not yet 
been compiled, it is evident that certain changes 
are needed. The current rates, as in the recent 
past, call for a $30 fee for all student vehicles. 
_ While -these rates haven't changed, neither have 
the inequities built into the traffic policy. 
Freshmen, many of whom live in the. Terraces, 
are forced to park in "S" lot, which is on the 
opposite end of campus. If the purpose is to 
discourage freshrpen from having cars, why not 
ban autos for freshmen altogether (as is standard 
policy at many other institutions of higher 
learning)? 
Commuter students, who spend at best five 
full days on campus, are grapted spaces in 
approximately half of those lots allotted for 
resident students. This makes sense,· however 
commuter students still, pay the $30 fee. 
furthermore, those being paid mainly by the 
students (i.e. faculty, staff and administration} pay 
NOTIDNG for parking privileges. therefore, both 
the commuter and freshman drivers get the short 
end of the stick. 
A change is _blatantly needed. Changes are 
generated by the Traffic Policy Committee. 
Membership on this committee includes: 1 faculty 
member, 1 staff member, 1 administrator, the 
Director of Safety (ex-officio) and 2 students (one 
designated by Student Congress, and the other to 
be a member of Community Council and designated 
by same). Despite the indirect method of their 
selection, students hod a 33 percent hold on the 
Traffic Policy Committee seats. Therefore, this 
issue which directly, affects.over one-half.of the., 
student body, DOES have student input. A change 
is• in the hands of this committee and as 
Administrative Assistant to the Traffic ·Bureau 
Eleanor Donnelly commented, "Change in traffic 
policy is up to the students,. they must initiate it.'' 
Let's hope they do. . 
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': • . , bod; somewhere say1ng that the news of late) has chose~ t_o sp~~d 
'fo The Editor:. community would be· involved this sem~ster atr :he _},ondon 
. I wo?ld !1ke . to share my with the budgetary processes Center, apparently puttmg her 
feelings right now .bec~use per- this year from the very begin- own interests ,!he~d of those _of 
haps others ~eel the sam_e wa!. ning. Have I just overlooked the the office she w~s ele~ted to. 
Perh~p'S not. Perhaps I Just hke announcements of open ·meetings So _ I 3:m d1sapp~mted, and 
to write to newspapers. and forums to discuss this y~ar's wondering 1f I wouldn t be_bett~r 
_I c~me back. to It~aca bud et, or, as I sus ect, there· off just partying every m?ht. m .,· 
College, interested and exc1t;d hav! been none? Are ~e going to the Pub ... but I keep thinkx,ng 
so~ewhat by t~e student m- be, sur rised in January a ain. what a was~e t~~t wo~ld b~._-If 
volv,ement that seemed to be 'with aiiother- announcement ~f a anybody's hstemng', I m w1llmg 
coming ~o a head last semester, tuition increase and academic- to do. my part t~ w?rk for 
. what with the CHS problems, decrease'? education, cQmmumt}-- mvolve-
the b~dget cuts ~nd the whole And if all this were not , ment, and ~nything, else worth-
question of education he~e. , enough, I seem to have been while ... ,but you cant. ·btame · T?e 
And what do I/we find? "sold out" by my own kind! I fol' bemg, well, slightly dis-
--:-- The H & S 1 dean has been refer to Julie Stromstead, the c~raged. 
fired, for reaso~~ ~o one has.been new Student Trustee, who, as I 
able. to explam ... at leaSt , n?t see in the Wee~y Bulletin again B~tsy ~ritchett 
TV/R, '78 pu_bhcly · Th_e Weekly 8.~etm (it seems to be a harbinger of bad 
this week announced, Some . 
three dozen new faculty mem-
bers have joined the college this 
fall." Three dozen? With all the 
budget cuts, I c·an safely assume 
,that our faculty roster has not 
increased by three dozen, but 
rather, these new people are 
replacements. Why? . Why is 
everybody leaving here? What's 
going on around here? If the 
faculty isn't staying, why should 
l; as a student, stay? -
f seem to remember some-
Wha-t Is 
College?· 
Thanks Expressed 
/ 
To The Editor . 
With this our last year of fellow orientation counselors !or 
officially · being connected with _ all their time and devotion 
the Orientation Program we without ~om the program could' . 
wouid like to thank everyone not ·have been executed; Gladys 
who has pelped us make the Diemond for all her help in 
program such a sucl!ess. We getting the program and all the 
have called on a number of I Jetters done-where would we and 
people at the 11th hour plus the Orientation Program be 
asked people to pitch-in their without a lady who never tires of 
free· time to assure that the work, always smiles when you 
program would be completed. No ~nd her ten letters at3 p.m. to 
· one ever complained . and we be done in duplic;ate by the next 
thank them for this. · ' morning, ·and is just there when 
_ The list of peopte res- need~d; .but inost" of all we would 
ponsible for this program is like to thank our fearless leader 
: . . , .• , '. . . . , JJ~V~ei: ~ri9i[!g, so .we will not list who even sti11,1d~ out i.n a crowd 
To the Editors: them. 'Bu't, we would especially when he's sitting and all o~hers 
. I sug~est that you address like tci thank Leslie Hughes in are standing-Dean Brown, 
the ·question that all of us as . Buisness Services, Jan Gajer,. thanks for everything. 
-Itha~a College students must and Jim Yocum (Union Dining ·---. 
!ace m our years he~e. And that Hall managers) for getting us out Chµck Riter and Leslie:. Mirken 
.-1s: What the hell is college all oi llinds at the last seconds, our 
about? · 
I · submit that college is a 
rather strange iristitutionJn our 
country. Why? Consider a few 
basic points: 
l)Why are_ we here honest· 
,, ly? Are we hej-e to broaden our 
, minds as we said in our applica-
tions OR are we here to ·give 
pleasure ;o our minds by par- ' 
tying at an amazingly corsistent 
rate? 
2)How many of us .would be 
here if we knew we didn't need a 
college degree for what we 
· wanted to do later? 1 
' 3)Is the academic experience 
· in coJlege really that different . , 
-; from High School in what stu-
(cont. page 51 
1.--Tomorrow,_ Friday, September 10, is the 
last day to add courses this fall. All cards, properly 
signed, must be-turned into the Registrar by 5 
P.M. -
2. All off campus students are ·l!rged to stop at 
the Registrar's Office and make sure we have your 
current address .. The . student directory will be 
_ published soon and the address it uses· is the one on 
file in the Registrar's. Office. 
3. ID pictures will be taken in the registrar's 
Office on Friday, September _ 10 from 9:0Q4:oo 
P.M. /_ 
•'°;' 
' 
' 
U.S. Aid Questioned· 
The following statement was released by Cathy 
Sedwick on behal.f of the National Executive 
Committee of the Young Social.ist Alliance: 
Two Months after the massive rebellions in 
Soweto, thousands of young Black South Africans 
· have again taken to the -streets. In the face ·of 
government bullets an~ tear gas, tens of thousands 
of militant workers and students organized a 
determined national strike of- Black workers and' 
students c_:,rganized a determined .national strike of 
Black workers; beginning on . /rngµst 23, -to 
Opinio-n 
• ? • 
For the last three decades; apartheid South 
Africa has known no J>etter friend than the U.S. 
goll'ernment. More tlian $L5 billion in American 
investments help prop up _the 1 'South African_ 
econiny. In recent years, Washington has sold 
millions of dollars worth of planes, helil;opt~rs. _and 
other military equipm~nt to ·the w_l}_ite majority 
regime. . 
We in the United States have a part_icular 
responsibility to aid the young ~ilitants 'in South 
Africa. We must prtest the brutal policies of the. 
South African government arid dem·and the release 
of all political prisoners. It · wfll take an 
international campaign of solidarity to bring an· end 
to the hated apartheid system. , · , _, , 
:- The Young Socialist, Alliance ~upports 'the 
demonstrate their hatred for racist apartheid rule, demand 0{ the Black South- Africans for control ~ and to demand the release of political prisoners.· over th~ir · c~untry through majm:ity rule. The 
1 This work stoppage' was highly organized, despite YSAurges st~d~nts a~oss the cou~try to· begin 
the previous ,arrest of scores of Black leaders. planning meetings,- pic~et,lines, and other protests, 
'· Many Johannesburg fa~tori~1, reported_ 80 percent in support of our bi:others and .sisters in Sout)l 
absentee rates.· · ,~ Africa during the opening days and weeks of· the 
- The y~ung Black freedom fighters· who coming school year. . __ . , 
l. initiatied this .striko are the foypdatio~ of to~ay's Students· should demand- that- all-· U.S. 
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Nite.Court and't!te Gay Community OooWhm11 
'· To the Ediior: dictating policy out of their- ow~' -reasoning. that gay affections are as real 
~s _!he 5!!bool year ,begins, homophobia.' Hoping both to Phsical contact is a means of · and as legitimate as-their own; ; o l('1 dbnO.· gem. ,
0 the gay-sponsored boycott and capitalize upon tl:te good graces communicating friendship and from gays whQ.,_ have not found , ]l§ \l,t \lV q,., \:L.I 
picket of· the Nite Court dis- of the local gay community and to affection as wen· as sexual the self-respect or ihe courage to 
·co/bar on North Aurora street is attract.a sufficient straight'~lien- interest. Hence, the objection to reject the labet·of deviance and continued from page 4) 
into its third month. The boycott' tele, they · gambled on two gays iouching, at Nite Court or to show the public what the truth 
vlas instituted to protest Joseph traditional ideas about gay/- anywhere, is an objection to any is. As long as gays and their . dents emphasize?, For some, 
Minella and louis J:)ataldo's,dis::-- straight interactions. First, they demonstration of' genuine gay sympathizers defer to the sensi- maybe. But isn't it true that 
criminatory policy of prohibiting' hoped that for the "with-it" affection. Holding hands, hug- . bilities of the homophobic public, many students are more con-
same-sex touching and slow-dan- college community clientele they ging, slow-dancing and so on are ·they help to· perpetuate the cerned about grades than any-
cing in their establishment. In wanted to attract, gay people actions which u~deniably ~nnter misconceptions about homosex- thing else? 
thisletter,Iwishtofocusupona· who played their parts right the accepted line; that 1s, that .,,uality. Now,whiletheissueison 4)Don't you sometimes feel 
_central gay rights issue which would be acceptable, at least, as homosexuality is an unfortunate the streets, is the time to like college is more a place to live 
the Nite Court Affair has placed quaint or chic, fit objects for deviance which leaves its vic~i!Ds overturn those misconceptions. away from home with your 
before the public in the most . amusement, imitation or veiled unhappy and frustrated, orb1tmg Now is the time for gays and freinds than an academic institu-
direct way possible. That issue ridicule. Second, they hoped on the fringes of society ~nd straights together to affirm their tion? 
is public acceptance of a visible that Ithaca's gay people would be unable to have normal,relation- common humanity and to say NO 5)Do you learn more socially 
gay presence--this means in collectively in the closet enough ships with other people. When to those who want to exploit or academically at Ithaca Col-
public accomodations, on . the to accept graciously such se- gays socialize openly, they de- ignorance and bigotry. lege? 
streets--anywhere one would ex- cond-class treatment and to keep monstrate . their own sense of · 6)1s college simply an "easy" 
pect people to socialize freely. their hands off each other. The self-acceptance and normalcy. Sincerely, four-year delay before entering 
When Minella and Cataldo response of the gay community The Nite Court no-touch the real world? 
chose to allow same-sex dancing as well as that of its many policy gains what support it has Michael A. Shell 
but drew the line at physical straight supporters has undeni- from two sources: from straight Peter Ajemian 
contact, they were not simply ably given the lie to such who don't :want to face the fact 
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I thaflicks: 
ShamJ)oo~ 
Filled 
With 
Lather By~ay Bobbin 
Just as a preface (and to clear my name(, I 
know that Robert Redford was the "Condor", not 
the "Candor". ln the last seven days, I've heard 
enough on that issue to last me a lifetime! Sorry 
ahout that, folks. Now to mo've along ... 
In the 1930's, two immortal Bijtish actors 
named Basil Rathbone and Nigel Bruce became 
immortalized as the screen representaions of 
literature's greatest detective team. T_be char -
actors: Sir Arthur ConanDoyle's Sherlick Holmes 
and his ever present assistant, Dr. Watson. A 
classic sample of their work is Hound of the 
Baskervil)es, wbich just might be the greatest 
Holmes tale of all. It involves a spooky mansion, a 
rather mean-looking dog, and tons upon 'tons of 
authentic London fog. Will you find it interesting? 
Thal\, "elementry", my dear reader... . 
George is his name. Hairdressing is his game. 
Well, tliat's one" of his games, to tell the truth._ To 
George, his customers are much more than JUSt 
heads of hair .. they're challenges! The field where 
the challenge is -met? Usually, the woman's 
bedroom. George is what you would call a Casanova 
of the highest order, and Shampoo is his story. 
Warr~n Beatty co-produced and stars in the film, 
set on Election Eve, 1968(the reason probably 
being Beatty's well-known political in-volvement; 
the chips -of Nixon's victory are ironic, indeed). 
However, the politics take a back seat to the dark 
comedy of George's romps with (among other's) 
Julie Christie, Goldie Hawn, and Lee Grant. 
Despite their stellar names, these performers are 
outacted tremendously by the superb Jack 
Warden. He plays Grant's husband_,· a macho 
milionaire who thinks th;it Beatty is-well, not too 
streight'by virtue of his· proffesion. 
You are probably not going to like Beatty's 
charactor, since he emotionally uses women left 
and right. He tells so many different gals that '--
they're· "terrific" that your head will _reel. The 
. p_~rt~~.hopping.sequ~nce ~s ~1!.!':~! d,:y,n1u~i_te, full of_ . 
hilarious sights an·d soph1st1cated one-liner~. Only 
one hitch: the film's non-suprise ending _tr~es to 
conjure up sympathy for George, the sap you've 
been despising. It just doesn't come off. For the 
most part, Shampoo is a top-notch modern comedy 
that rarely drowns in its "suds". It was directed by 
Hal Ashly, a former film editor who has really 
picked up a gift for serio-comic tales (he also made 
Harold and Maude, and The Last Detail.) I'm not 
sure whether Shampoo really is about Warren 
Beatty ')he also co-~rote the screenplay), with his 
hairdresser role strictly fictional. True 9r not. one 
definitely has to admire his taste in his female 
clientele. I .. highly recommend that you give 
yourself a good Shampoo this weekend .. .I doubt 
you'll want to rince it out afterwrd. 
This Weekend's Guide: Hound of the_ Basker -
villes,Thursday at 9:30 pmvFriday at 7 and 9:30; 75 
cents. 
Shampoo, Saturday and Sunday at 7 and 9:30 
pm; one dol.lar. 
Next week's Coming Attractions: 
Thurs. and Fri: Alan Arkin as the ultimate 
non-conformist soldier Yossarian in Joseph Heller's 
Catch-22, 
Sat. and Sun: Charles Bronson stages a 
ten-second rescue from a Mexican jail; Robert 
Duvall ro-stars in Breakout. 
-MAYER!S 
SMOKE SHOP 
All ~moker's ~upplies- · 
Paperbound. Books 
Magazines 
-- -·- Newspapers 
By Marcie Go~ and 
Caryn Picker 
Ithaca's first night~lub, The Unicorn, closed its 
-~ door this past summer due to financial ~µf!cul~ie.s. 
During the next two weeks, The Ithacan will report 
the rise and fall of this once ideal musical 
environment. 
On December 5, 1975, The Unicorn open~d 
with three acts: - John Baily, a local musici,anD-
Orphan; and Tom Rush, a well known folk singe:. 
The cover charge was· $3;50, a reasQllable pnce 
compared to other New york clubs of. this type; 
however, the prices fluctuated ·!fependmg on tlie 
caliber of performer. Drink prices progressively 
rose in the early months to insure profit at the bar. 
Dick Pierce was originally the bar. manager but _ 
-This ·week we will· focus on the club~ 
beginnings, how it was formed and what kept it 
goi~g f~r 18 months. Next wee~ we will uncover its 
failure and potential future of a new club. 
The Unicom was the inspired idea of .four 
young men who formally served on the. Cornell 
Concert Commission. They were: Bob Q.avis, who 
earned his -M.A. at the University of Rhode island; 
rich Krassnoff. a WVBR accountant; Phil Shapiro, ' 
the man behind° WVBR's "Bqund for Glory" and , 
Steven Yound, an engineering student at Cornell. 
· The combined talents of these men attempted 
to bring' to central New York a variety of music 
that would satisfy the entire community. An array 
of big name artists .. such_as Phoebe Snow, Jimmy 
Cliff, Fairport Conventjon, Billy Joel and papa 
John Creech delighted Unicorn audiences. 
Finding the- appropria~e setting for such an 
enterprise was not an easy task. After a lengthy 
search, the top floor of the Miller .. Stationary 
building was agreed upon. i\one time, . the space 
was used as the Ithaca College girls gymnasium 
and later as an· artists studio. ' 
The owners and their friends from both the 
Ithaca College and Cornell community spent long 
hours'remodeling and refurbishing the in~ide hall 
so as to create an atmosphere conducive to mu.sic. 
They built their own stage, lighting and. sound 
systems and also the bar area in the ~ack. 
later became an owner. . 1 
From the first night The Unicorn opened until . 
the day in June on which it closed, the most 
imp9rtant problem the four managers .were 
confronted with was how to make a profitable 
business out of their venture. One idea which · 
looked· hopeful was opening the Hearthstone 
Restaurant. The space for the restaurant was to be 
the floor below the- concert hall. 
After mu~h manual labor, the · downstairs 
restaurant and bar were ready and audiences could 
now wait for the ' shows in a very relaxed 
atmosphere where they could socialize, drink and 
eat - · 
· The Unicorn prided itself in not only bringing 
top names to Ithaca but also bringing numerous 
shows a week. This allowed_ the audience. to ch~se __ 
from a large selection of music but ~nfortunate~y, 
at the same time cut the profit margins. An artist 
or band i.e. Orleans would play two shows- in one 
evening- and only the second show would 
completely sell out because fans, psychologically, 
bevieve that the second performance is always 
much better; therefore, they would try and buy 
tickets af the door immedfately prior to the last 
show. _ · 
_ Lack of capitol was ·their_ continual enemy. 
This pressing problem led to t~e . fall o~ The 
hlcorn. Next week w_e will explain m detail. 
Belushi"Live" at IC, 
' . 
By Lauren Ostrau and 
..~ Riva·Weinstein 
John Beluchi," of NBC's "Saturday Night Li~e·: 
will be appearing . at the Djllingham Performmg 
Arts Center on Saturday, September 11 at 8:45 
pm. · r :. " h' h · of the • ._. ') 
"Saturday Night u.i..ve w 1c . JS one . . _ ~. 
newest hits on NBC, is a comedy-series vecy similar . ., 
t -
to BBC's "Monty Python Show". , Beluchi, along j 
with other comic actors __ suc~. as Chevy._Q!iase, and , · 
the not for prime time playe~s, amuse . t,he TV 
audience with impressions, comic commer1cals and 
other comic acts. ' · . 
While studying at the University of lllionoIS, 
John Beluchi acted both in serious and comic stage 
roles. From there he went on to star !n the 
National Lampoon's "Lemmings". Beluch1 then 
moved on to become the creative director of -the 
Lampoons radio hour. He also re?>rded the album! 
"Lemmings", "_The Missing White House Tapes 
and various other comic recordings. 
And now, Beluchi is back as writer/performer 
for NBC's "Sat. Night Live"!!!-
~,,. 
··~-.!.: ,, 
. _ _. .. ~~~-...··,l 
characters to the audience, 
In liis performance ,here, Beluchi ~s_ s~re to 
amuse the audience with his unique combinations of 
vocal imitations, along with his most fa_mous-
imitations ·of Marlon ~rando and Truman Capote;; 
We wouldn't be surprised if in the course of bis 
appearance here, Beluchi presented some new 
For both those familiar and those unfamiliar 
with · John .. 13eiuchi's form of comic_ acting, his 
appearance here should prove to be amusing and 
fun-filled. 
For. outstanding- dining. tr; _Jhe-·ODJ~SEY 
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At the Crossroads~ 
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De_spe,rado Rre([JJ,dy.f l[P'fr New Se([JJ,§@ll1J, 
"I'm shootin' for the stars, man. I want to be 
richer than the Beatles ... but I'm willing to 
compromise.'~ 
There is no one leader for Desperado. Marino 
said, "we're not into the leader trip. Everybody 
takes care of something else. You gotta feel good 
about each other for this type of music." 
So speaks Paul marino, one of the guitar-ring, 
banjo-ing, harmonica-ing triumverate that makes 
up "Desperado," a popular, locally-based 'country 
flavor' band, returning to the Crossroads this 
Sunday night, at nine, with free admission. 
Desperado has been here before, playing to 
full houses on several occasions and at the Outlaw 
concert "last sprjng. Within the past year, the trio 
has played at numerous bars and restaurants in the 
Ithaca area, including the Stables, 1.he Holiday Inn 
and the Rongovian Embassy in Trumansburg. 
Marino says of their music, "It's three--
piece ... mostly acoustic, a little electric ... we're 
a listening band, as opposed to a dancing band." 
But it is more than just listening music. It's 
also foot-stomping, sing-a-long, contemporary and 
cowboy music. It's fun, and it's a style all their 
own. 
Upperclassmen may remember Marino from 
the Ithaca College campus - he was a head resident 
here for two years. The other two -thids of 
Desperado are Howie_Kates an_d Walt Amey. 
Walt, originally from Connecticut, has spent the 
last six years in the ithaca area and has a 
background rich with acting and music. - In 
Desperado, he puts his knowledge of guitar and his 
voice to great use. Howie, having spent the last en 
ten yeru::s in Ithaca, has had the chance to play with 
Albatross and Durango, and bring his bass guitar 
and vocal talents to the group. 
The zingiest colors, the liveliest looks in chic and tasteful toppings with the added drama 
of bold contrast. Beautiful blends of polyester and 100% acrylic makes them carefree, 
wrinkle proof and ideal for every _day's busy schedule. Pick your favorite from our array 
of blouses, pullovers and swfi!aters in basic and autumn tones of black, cinnamon, blue, 
cream and cranberry, Sizes 8·18. 
OJ!en Mond~Y'1hrough Saturdav,,9:J15'5;JO. 
turtlenecks 
blouses 
sweaters 
' ' ' ~ •I)'~. • 
14.00 
14.00-16.00 
18.00-28.00 
~~~ ..... --..... ----~------~~~~--:---~-----~ ... ..JI·, 
,·,:>,.~.:-.-~.-.,~;,~::~ ;::.;:~::.:: ,:;'._,: .~ ;. ~'; ~:.~ ... ~;.~.: :-: • :;~..__-;:~~-;.:.: ;;.:,:-.;~~ :~~; :;;::,~ .:;..~ ~~ ;;:.<;i~ ;'. ;_~:;.: '.;:; ;;;; ;;:; :;:;:; :;;;;;;; :;;;;;;:;_-.;~;•. V,9~; > • ;~;.I -
''DESPERADO'' 
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Stereo Cart ridge 
STEREO. 
PHONO 
COMPACT 
ol'l~~ 9995 
Car Stereo 
_ · AUTO 
SPEAKERS 
COMPACT STER~O -
tt- 1: -~r ·.) rt:~-~---. ~-;-~ SYSTEM 
~ - 1,. '., · f ! 1. , - : I ~ 
)~, .··-r· i :111-·-~;\ ~~,-4-995 
'i p' ;I ; J ~ I 
, I' i -_ I : I .• _I ·- • . 
I J' . _i •.:~ -- - __ _3 _!_ ____ . . 
L~-
Here's a fi_ne compact stereo system for those 
on a budget. FM/AM stereo receiver with 
built-in full-size record changer with dust cover. 
8--track stereo tape player, headphone jack. rwo 
matched stereo speakers also included. 
Retail: $199.95 
When wa say Bl~GEST, 
FULL, and our new wareho 
Speakers, Tape Decks, Tum 
orders, Clock Radios & CB 
Save now, as Stereo Shack· 
SALE .•• EVER! . 
- - TOTAL 
TURNTABLJe 
McDONALD 
~ I : ·, _ _-: I- ,- . L .•. 
; t:ill, . 
MODEL 61.00-
Belt Drive Tumtable Reg s,2995 I\~'" .. $99 
. . . 
ON-KYO-BSR • A 
ONKYO TX-330 st 
list $300.00 
BSA 2260BX Total 
bas, magnetic cart 
list $79.95 
ACOUSTIPHASE ~-
Deluxe Bookshelf 
$79.95 ea. 
WHY WE ARE YOUR BEST.CHOICE~ - -. -
We are NOT a R::dio S~k store. 
We are NOT a li.'f41Yette R::dio store. 
We are NOT a T•ch Hifi store. 
We are NOT a W**lco store. 
We are NOT a chain store of any sort. · 
We ARE an independent Audio Store. 
We have the area's LARGEST SELEOION ----
We offer LOWEST PRICES · 
We have an IN STORE SERVICE DEPARTMENT. 
WeJGUARANTEE your SATISFACTION! 
SEILECYBON *SAVINGS* SATISFACTION 
! Our all • new showrooms are 
-PACKED. Systems, Receivers, 
accessories. Portable taps Rec-
BIGGEST PRE-SCHOOL STEREO 
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save UP TO 50% on marchandise that's f ACTORV • FRESH on 
SEALED CARTONS with FULL WARRANTY, oi course! If you've bean 
thinking about buying a Stereo System, upgrading your present system, 
or getting ANYTHING ELECTRONIC, remembsr, NOW IS THE TIME TO 
BUY! 
Our normal 7 day satisfaction policy will ba in effect 
. . 
ndreds of Items on Sale. o o Here are Just a Few: 
~-
-
..... . 
·.,.;,~i>t>~'" 
!50 
60 watts 
1t 8 ohms, (mg 
~ 
549 
~ER' 
omothing bettor 
CAR STEREO 
Under dash 8-track car stereo tape 
• player has separate volume, tone & 
balance controls, tracklltes, more. 
1A;E, $2688 
!!'I: . .:::: 
Deluxe car stereo cassette player 
with qulck-relea9e slide brl!Cket, 
fast IOlWard & reverse. 
Our reg $69.95 
§AILE $59aa 
CR.1-XIG. 
SUPERSCOPE. 
iTl·P·HASE 
Scu1.5ui__ 
TU-4400 FM/ AM STEREO TUNER 
AU-4400 STEREO AMPLIFIER 
1 . 
1!1m :.,~r ... ,,- .... -.. =·-··· ·r·-·.,.-:JI 
c:. ~ -- --~=,·;: ~~-·-.. i'i~. ~~--1· 
,_, ,_;_ o Q .. ~! .· 9 9 .'.~ J 1 
MARANTZ 2245 
SALER31995 
• 
C." 
ludlc,_ Dollar · --, . 
·*HOURS* 
J,\ION111FRI 9am O 9pm 
- . ' . ' 
' Sa turd my· 9mmm ~ 5pm.m 
~~ .euttato.-st. '. 212~1444 
,., , . . - ' ) ~·. , " '\ .._. . ' "• . ' " . * .* * * * 
Introducing the 
[BI1Ic] 
MUL3'1PL.E PLAY 
MANUAL 
TURNTABLES 
B·I-C 920 
Formula 1 $so ·· $59 
Formula 2$120 s94 
Formula'1$160 $126 
Formula 6$300 .$2 9: 
OUR SERVICE DEP1f 
GUARANTEES 
YOUR SATISFACTION 2 
M P,OONEER" mo@· 
I<:·· , , ....... , · '• ..... 
A Giaunt-Sounundlunn§ §y$iemm¥ 
PIONEER'S SX-535 AM/FM stereo receiver 
offers 40 Watts RMS of room-filling stereo 
power, as well as a quality tuner sec_tion for 
fringe reception. The BIC 920 belt-dnve 
turntable package comes complete with basE!, 
dust cover & SHURE magnetic 
cartridge. Two KLH CB-8 Research ten series 
speakers complete the system. 
SA.uE· IL..," 
'·' 9•;n,•.,',_ ,,;,,• 9· 5 
"' . ' 
. ' 
NO CASH NEEDEID) 
Just say "Charge it", 
. ' -'·"" VOUR ·'·.·~'. 
BANKAMERICARD 
FREE LAYAWAY! 
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The Rac·e to Rep. laCe Buckley 
By Peter Ajemian -
Next Tuesday, September 
14th, is the day of the New York 
primaries for tlie U.S. Senate 
seat now occupied by Republican 
senator, James Buckley. Buck-
ley was elected in 1970; so this 
year's race will be his first effort 
to get re-elected for another 
term. 
Senator Buckley is being 
challenged by a Republican re-
presentative from New York 
named Peter Peyser_ Buckley, 
according to the Associated 
Press, is virtually assured of a 
victory. But then the true test 
for this highly conservative man 
will be facing a formidable 
Democratic opponent in the 
November election. Right now 
most political observers agree 
that the Democratic nominee will 
be either Bella Abzug or Daniel 
Patrick Moynihan-
There are five Democratic 
candidates vying for the nomina-
tion to challenge Buckley_ They 
are: New York Representative 
Bella Abzug; former U.N. am-
bassador, Daniel Moynihan; for-
mer U.S. attorney general, Ram-
sey Clark; New York City 
Council President, Paul O'Dw-
yer, and businessman Abraham. 
Hirschfeld. These five have been 
struggling for weeks to get votes 
in Tuesday's primary with the 
result being that Abzug and 
Moynihan have emerged as the 
major opponents. 
Bella Abzug has been a U.S. 
Representative for five and one 
half years. Representing a New 
York City district, Abzug started 
her career as an anti-war femi-
nist (On her very first day in the 
Congress in 1971 she introduced 
a resolution calling for the 
withdrawal of all troops from 
Indochina). Abzug is regarded 
as a liberal on the issues, and has 
been viewed favorably by labor 
and public interest groups. She 
has proven herself to be · an 
(C (0) Itll§ ll11.mnte~§ W anrn ed 
~ f (C sum c tell° bb (C ll1lJr<e 99 
SPECIAL TO THE ITHACAN 
State Consumer Protection 
Executive Director Rosemary S. 
Poler has warned consumers not 
to fall for the "Biological Theory 
of Ionization "- a cancer "cure" 
now being touted in New York. 
"The promoters of this cure 
say it's possible to make a 
biochemical analysis of the saliva 
and urine of a person and from 
that develop an equation with 
more than 100,000 variables. 
With that and what they call 
"certain higher mathematics cal -
culations" it's possible to det-
ermine the nature and location of 
any disease affecting a person -
without relying on symptoms 
related to the doctor by the 
patie~t.""Pooler says. 
"The most unforgivable part 
of a scheme like this is that it 
preys on frightened, desperate 
people. It builds up their hopes -
and worse, it costs them precious 
time," Pooler says. "The key to 
proper cancer treatment is early 
diagnosis and detection by a 
physician. 'Green drink' probably 
isn't harmful, but it's no help 
either." Pooler is a member of 
the Subcommittee on Unproven 
Methods of Quackery in Cancer 
Management' of the American 
Cancer Society, New York State 
Division, Inc. 
The theory developed by a 
"Dr. Carey Reams.who runs the 
Interfaith Christian Church, a 
cancer retreat in Blue Ridge, 
Georgia. In 1972, Reams was 
convicted on Florida of im -
properly conducting medical prac 
. tice. In 1970 he pleaded quilty 
to Alabama charges of practicing 
medicine without a licence, was 
fined $50, and told to leave the 
~tall'. 
active, hard:workmg, unu vocal 
congresswoman. She has con-
stantly cited her record during 
the campaign as being a strent 
strength. 
Daniel Moynihan has served 
under our last four presidents. 
He was the Assistant Secretary 
of labor under Kennedy and 
johnson, director of Nixon's 
Urban Affairs Council, ambas-
sador to "India under Nixon, and 
then U.N. ambassador under 
Ford. His recognition and 
popularity grew significantly 
while he was U.N.ambassador 
from July of 1975 until last 
spring. He was known as an 
outspoken, blunt, "fighter" in the 
U.N. He has told voters that he 
is a "centrist", and in an attempt 
to reach the large Jewish vote he 
has illustrated his pro-Israeli 
view with his U.N. record. 
Ramsey Clark ran -for the 
Senate in 1974 and won the 
primary, but then lost the 
election to the other incumbent ted his campaign on T. V. adver-
senator, Jacob Javits. Clark has tising. 
consistently emphasized issues in The key to this primary 
the campaign, hoping voters campaign could quite possibly lie 
would respond to issues more in how the public has perceived 
than personalities. In fact he has all the exchanges between 4B-
issued at least 14 position papers ZUG AND Moynihan. Recently 
in the campaign. Bella remarked that she would 
Paul O'Dwyer has been a not support Moynihan if he wins. 
liberal leader of various causes in In a campaign without issues, 
New york for decades. his this quickly became one as both 
lengthy political record includes opponents and supporters of 
involvement in anti-war, civil Mrs. Abzug regarded the state-
rights, and labor groups. He was ment as being a mistake. 
a losing Senate candidate in Moynihan responded to Abzug's 
1968, however then he ran as an comment by saying, "No one is 
anti-organization candidate while good enough for her but her." 
now he reminds voters that he is Bella later said that she would 
part of the Democratic organiza- support the Democratic nomi-
tion. nee. 
Abraham Hirschfeld does In the past few days another 
not have a background in poli- , potentially influential controver-
tics. He is a rich garage builder, · sy has arisen over a radio 
and he uses-his position to stress commercial that Bella Abzug 
the point that he could utilize his aired. The commericial was an 
business experience in govern- attempt to link Moynihan to 
ment. Hirschfeld has concentra- Nixon. It begins by saying, "The 
following tape comes to you from 
the Nixon White House ... " Then 
Volunteer Needs 
it had Nixon introducing Moyni-
han as his advisor on urban and 
domestic affairs. But the com-
mercial is incorrect since this 
ITHACARE NEEDS: A volunteer to teach sewing 
to a small group, a volunteer to call Bingo once a 
week, and a volunteer to help elderly residents 
with mending. Times and days can be at the 
volunteer's convenience. 
These are just a few of many calls for 
volunteer assistance. For more information or an 
appointment to any service, please call the 
Voluntary Action Center, 272-9411, Mon. thru Sat. 
from 9 am to 1 pm, or call LC. Community Service, 
274-3311, Tues. and Thurs., 9 to 10:30 am or Wed. 
from 1 to 3 pm. 
CENTRAL SCHOOL NEEDS: A volunteer to read 
stories to a second grade group of children. Any 
· school time can be arranged on a regular basis once 
a week. · 
HOME FOR THE ELDERLY NEEDS: A 
volunteer who speaks Italian to speak with an 
elderly man either on the phone or during visits. 
Time and day at the volunteer's convenience. 
NEW PROGRAM JUNIOR HIGH NEEDS: 
Volunteers to help with crafts program beginning 
lhe week of Sept. 13 and continuing 7 weeks. 
Volunteer may choose any afternoons, o:1ce or 
t.wice a week. 
introduction occurred at a hotel 
in N.Y. City in 1968, before 
Nixon was President. Moynihan 
quickly complained and Abzug 
ended up withdrawing the com-
mercial. 
But the focus has remained 
on this incident. Earlier this 
week Moynihan requested the 
Fair Campaing Practices Com-
mittee in Washington D.C. to 
investigate the production of the 
radio commercial. He said at a 
news conference, "I expect them 
to find that a fraudulent, doc-
tored, tampered tape 'o/as used." 
Mrs. Abzug commented that she 
"deplored" the mistake and· also 
criticized Moynihan for blowing 
up the issue. 
Each of the five Democratic 
contenders have tried to project· 
a theme for their campaign to 
concentrate on, however, the 
most widely discussed "theme" 
has been the charges and coun-
ter-charges of Bella A,.bzug and 
Daniel patrick Moynihan. 
"Amel how do you achieve 
this ideal statP? Ry having a 
healthy liver and a sound pan -
creas. And that comes from 
swilling down 'green drink" · 
liquefied <'arrol tops. celery, 
hPans, and ot hPr grl'l'ns-and by 
drinking laq{P quanlitu·~ of 
IPmon wat<'r," l'ooll'r Pxplains. 
"Thl· pPoplP promoting this 
cure Sl'Pm to havt• l<>fl out om• 
ingred1l·nt-hogwash," she adds. 
":\ulhoritil's wp'vp contactl'd at. 
thP Arrwrican Cancer Sol"iety and 
the Rosl'WPII Park MPmorial 
lnstitu\P in Buffalo. say lhP 
Biologi<'al Thl•ory of Ionization 
has no merit as a cancer curt·. 
Still. pamph\pts touting the cun' 
art> being distributed in thP 
state, and people are being asked 
for monl'y to sl'! up a nationwide 
Brochures. written by a 
Rl·ams follower named Nord W. 
David Jr. arc now being cir -
("Ulate<l in New York, apparently 
from a Baptist Church in Bing -
hamton. "In fact, one of the 
pamphll'ls was given to a cancer 
pat1Pnl at. Roswell Park," Poller 
says. "The patient. understand -
ahl.v upset, turned the material 
ovPr to his doctors, who sent it to 
us. \\' l'Ve so far been unable to 
t ral'l' the pamphlet back to its 
Binghamton source," she adds. 
namP of the nearest doctor 
trained in the Biological Theory 
of Ionization. CPB staff mambers 
did <·all, and were given the name 
of Michael Ricciardi, in Man -
liatten, whose phone number is 
8fi4-3229. A second staff mamber 
cal;(,J Georgia and was given the 
name Andrew Prokop, in Bing -
hamton, 723-3348. Neither Ric -
ciardi nor Prokop ts a licensed 
medical doctor, and efforts to 
contact both men have proved 
unsuccessful, "Pooler says. 
equations_ As Davis says, I will 
send you a nicely printed card 
stating that you have donated 
116000th part of the Nord Davis 
Computer. This gift will not be 
tax deductable." 
.Poller says that "the Amer -
ican Cancer Society Committee 
on unproven Methods is taking a 
close look at Ream's scheme, an.d 
the Consumer Protection Board 
is also concerned. We're urging 
anyone who recieves a brochure 
about the Biological Theory of 
Ionization to contact us and to 
contact the nearest office of the 
American Cancer Society, New 
York State Division." 
Country 
IFair to 
he Held 
The 24th annual Ellis Hollo11 
Country Fair will be held Sep· 
tember 11 from 2-5 pm. The ram 
date is scheduled for September 
12. 
: computn network to handle thl' 
· biological tlwory equations," she 
:1dds. 
"It"s bad enough that unsus -
peeling people are being enticed 
with a worthless cancer cure," 
Pooll•r says. "But the gimmick 
doesn"t end there. The brochure 
we"ve seen tells readers lhey can 
call a Georgia phone number, 
(,10·1) fi32-52·19, to obtain the 
"There's one final twist to 
this Ionization scheme," she 
adds. "Nord Davis, in his pam -
phlet, asks people to ,send in one 
dollar to help pay for a nation -
widl' computer network to run 
Biological Theory of Ionization . 
Ellis Hollow is an actiw 
community just 5 miles east of 
Ithaca and each year th~ put on 
a country fair at their Commun· 
ity Center_ - · 
. Featm:ed at this year's _fair 
will be antique cars and eng_1_nes 
and an old-fashioned Cake Walk 
for both young and old to enjoy 
and try their luck at wjnning a 
cake. . · 
Follow your nose~ to thr 
baked goods booth, the chicken 
har-b-que and the Country Kit· 
chen. Also, be sure to visit the 
vegetable booth with only locally 
' St Cloth S,' t grown fresh, fresh produce. 1 
~p - A j ATA · There wi\l be, manY. .beautifu 
:r ltn\-ffllrffl'I .' - . es. . ' ' ' hand-crafted items, dried flower 
_ 1116--liW G. A--ft DE N. ' ~~t~nfo~n:tt!~ely~°ui!t.. dXiN~J \to the Cell 'items are hand-made by thr 
. a· . community people for the fair. d 
. on the comm_o_ n
0
S• _ r All this and free parking an 
______ ,__ _______ . __ .. admission! 
under Cosentm1's ·--rnE~TAtlRANT-1 Sho~i~~ctic~~:te~o\pJ_u~nddFt!\'. 
The Under1ir.ound Factory Outlet · corner of Mitchell St. and Judd 
< Chines·e American Food Falls Rd. Mitchell St. becornrs 
:[· full of sweaters, jeans, slacks & shirts at . Ellis Hollow Rd.; g_o on it for \: . 1-1 W S S about 2 miles until Genung Rd-, ... i; prices geared· to the student's pocketbook 4.. . tate treet .. . Jr~~dleft and just ,f~~.low the 
l,\,."'l'l~'~.,,~•, , . , ,,, .. •'" ,._ ,,., .. , •' • _, , o ,II ~ - ... V ~,• "•'T,.,,J-.,",":.,,••:,~:,•,,f(•t1:',~'.,•~,-i\.-.,•..._-,•,,-';,,""'\'4•••,,t~~l'Jt', 
.,:,;:~ ::~Y.tlA:'I.:·,::<.:", >,, ·,~-J._" ~ .~ .~ / ,• •,' l> '{:r:.·f'°,. ... ~,' ~ '. :.._,t :• :~'.·!~f:f~,.:~:./:~\._ '_. .. ~ .. ~ \'-'<, "'~ '·~'-,--..,:~· ... ~~::~ .. ~::~:~:-:. :.:-·<'f: ,: •. :-.. li.~ ~ ~+~,~•!• ~~<~•!-t!to~t~c~•~'r .... ~o!t~.~ .. !·~'(',~.~~G-:•~•:4!,. ~J.:~:~~~~~~~=:'~~u~·:! .tll~·~.l:s.~.: .. ::.~t:.,:._.·!f'.,'.-~,k_-..~·':.:,.~'";!...,~ .. ·.~/\.:o,.~ .. f";i_,.,~~\i~ ..f.i~),~•).:,. •.,/ .. ~ :~·\ . .. . ~ . . 
~,.Gay·Protest. , .. ~-
,. --- ,? ., t~~ . . . ~ -. ,,) . -(-;'t-,: . : .. t,i .;1·-~ _,,~ ,_::- -:?: ... __ ;_: 
· -~ c~n_tmuedfromphg~_2 :·,,,. .·t. ·•· -~.;,. .. ,6 .-·., \~ t, ·,::. ·-:-i ;__ ~ . .-: . .-. · 
__ . · : -. ··. .... . fee~·:that ·th.e':·wh0Je'~m"4t~-~~~: lt-,,~omewhere bii t~~ . Co~sti· 
f 
Tthe lmte wthh!rtch ranges1 m_ st1ze has gf?nhet?~Y~nd th_e. 1bs_s1
~e:." "~de -tutioi'I- there must be a corner for 
~om en _ o 1 y ~eop e ... a a ax:e 1g ~~g- 1or v1s1 11ty sa1 Lo C Id .. 
time--gays and non-gays--~ar- I.C. - Politics professor Marty u ata 0 • 
ches from about 10:00 untilabout Brownsiein. "We are pr~ving a 
-· 2:00 in the morning, walking point" said Jynne Taylor, "we 
approximat~ly· six miles a night. should not be treat,ed as second 
,. -
Tbe picketing will continue, class citizens.'.' Lynne feels if the 
according 'to Chairperson <1f the picketing is accomplishing no-
201 S. TIOGA ST. 
ITHACA, N. Y. 
27278262 
guitars, records 
musical supplies 
' ...... •i..1'" ,.,, ••• 
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COLDBIIR 
-DIHovlllPrlcee 
•Gro_ceries • Kegs 
Party Supplies O Ice. 
UNfflD CIGAO 
122 N. Aurora St. 
Open Daily till 10 p.m. the st!=lering .committee of the thing else, it is at least educating 
_Gay Peoples Cen~er, . Lynne. t~e. public. "People learn to · .lflPll:lmlllmmr.mmzzmlZllilmmllZll:IZllllllll:mlli_llllll __________ mmc:si::::::i:ic::::::i::;::c:=:.::=i::c:c:===.,,,. 
Taylor, until Cataldo·changes·his accept· us because they have to _________ .., 
policy. "Ift!te picketing.does not deal with us every time they. 
succeed" says Lyooe, "we will co_me in contact_ with the picket 
take further actiQn."' They have line." · · 
already filed ·suit with the How does Cataldo feel about 
Human Rights Division. it'? Well, he admits it is 
Every night they walk the- · annoying, but he will continue 
_line . they feel threatened. . business and uphold his policy in -
Saturday night they were pelted spite of anything the protestors 
with eggs from the third floor of·- might do. "I have a successful 
toe -municipal garage across the business" says Cataldo. "Foui:-
street according to one marcher teen hundred people came 
who had been hit squarely on the · thro~1,1gh my door Friday and 
head. Rocks and bottles were Saturday nights. That should 
thrown on occasion, claimed the tell people something,.:.Jle has 
prote_stors. Obsc ... nities are no intention of compromising 
constantly being yelled by pas- with the gays . or altering his 
sers-by ... Lou Cataldo has ev@ policy. He feels that he has his 
participated by inviting the· rights and should be able to run 
protest~rs.in for a free drink. his place how he sees fit. "I have 
The picketers do their best to nothing against hon1osexuals, I 
ignore it and they think if any can understand everyone wants 
real trouble starts they have to do their own things but so do 
sufficient police protection. · 
· Many of the gay protestors '"\ 
-8..Gradinf! .. 
grading system. continued from page 1 
"It would be most unfair to 
students to return to the D and F 
grades without at the same time 
setting. up an academic- support 
--system to address the_ serious 
deficiencies in students' writing, 
rea.ding and mathematical abili-
ties. Such a , , system ··might 
include evaluation of the compe-
tence of all incoming students, a 
series of-.developmerital courses 
avai~ble· -to Jail:. s~udents- .. who 
· need such work and the demon-
. stration of competency _in these 
basic · areas before· they are 
-permitted to graduate." 
AHCAS is the same com-
mitte which put forth the recom-
mendations for higher standards 
for the academic honors of 
Magna, Summa, and Cum laude. 
Those recommendations were 
accepted by the Faculty Council 
and are currently in effect. 
... 
· ·_ HANGING TERRARIUMS 
/ 
· {-rt.rtJJ 
REAt> Au. Aa,111" ·,r! 
EXTRA. 
UNIVERSITY 
The following courses 
are being offered 
fall semester, 1976 
flamenco dance 
pottery yoga 
plants and plant care 
lacemaking 
stereo maintenance 
photography 
oriental cooking 
jewelry making bartending 
these courses will meet once a week 
for six weeks during_ the semester. 
They are offered on a non-credit basis,-designed 
for your enrichment · 
for more info about times, dares and fees, 
- contact Jim Eva~s in the Office of Campus Activities, 
·E~bert Union x 3149 
Would like-tq remind you _to save a watt. 
',. ,·~. ~· .:_ .. 
.. 
.. . 
...... -· = ... . -~,. 
' . 
-- -
Please ... tum out lights 
and tum off electrical appliances , __ 
when not in use. 
-
Saviilgthe, colleg~ money 
is· evetyPOdy':s busiries~ .. 
' • ' ' • - • L -' • 
. - . · .. :- \ .·- .. ·, 
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Last Saturday ti ~ Ithr··a 
College Football team scrim-
maged Cornell at Sh~kolpf field. 
Tlie Bomhers c'.deated the Big 
Red 17-8 before an P.stimated 
crowd of 1,800. The LC. squad 
moved the ball extremely well 
and were able to, . on defense, 
s~op the Cornellians fairly con-
sistent vi. 
When they · moved to the 
goal line portion of the scrim-
mage the Bombers once again 
hacf the advantage as they scored 
five times while Corn3lJ only 
scored twice. 
It was a very goorl scrim· 
m_age which proved two things. 
F1_rst, that Ithaca College ba:. 
another good football team on its 
hands ana secondly which school 
has the best football squad. 
,· 
au i a rliiat l1¥id t 
packed with veterans as tney 
only lost ten players through 
graduation last year. 
-soccer 
Prepares 
ConditiQning, then skill, em-
P.hasized last week's opening 
iirills for the 1976 Ithaca College 
Varsity Soccer team. Second 
year head coach Al MacCormack 
1s openly enthusiastic concerning 
the fortunes of his squad, be-
lieving the Bombers have a 
realistic chance in capturing the 
I.C.A.C. crown. "We have a 
nucleus for a solid team." 
Pleased with the number of 
athletes who vyed for varsity 
berths, fifty plus, the coach took 
.a long l<>(?k before settJing·upon a 
twenty-five man varsity roster. 
Thirteen men return from last 
-year's varsity, six move up from 
last season s successful J. V. 
progi:am, and six freshmen 
round out the side. With only 
three seniors returning, this 
Y!:lar's team is young. Yet coach 
MacCormack is not overly con-
cerned with the ar._1)_11.rent inex-
perience, stating: 'We have the 
ability to win." 
Lacking scoring punch and 
steady defensive play during 
1975, this year's rookies shoula 
P.rovide strenghts in these areas.· 
Freshman fullback Charlie Ben-
sley should generate tight co-
verage, assisfing senior _goalten-
der Jeff Cogshall in the <fefense. 
The Saints are a throwing On attack, freshman 'whiz' Aug~ 
ball club which really test the Cellitti, along with last years 
Ithaca pass rush and secondary. injured Al Dukart, can be 
The Bombers have an eighteen counted upon converting many of 
game regular season win streak this campaign's scoring opportu-
on the line and will be going for a nities. Also contributmg on the 
third straight undefeated season. front line, will be freshmen Dan 
Ludwig and Jamie Bonds, P.lus 
Ithaca has had some injury the ex_P,erienced Chris Poulais. 
problems that they will try to The midfield crew is anchored by 
overcome, they are: Tight end junior Frank Cohen, a first team 
Jim Rodenbushbcenter Birney I.C.A.C. all-star choice in '75. 
Kellogg ITTJard oyle Chatham Another junior, Steve Carey, 
quarterback Frank Caulfieldbfuli has show·n admirably at halfback 
back Mike Baier, running· ack throl!,ghout practice. 
Greg Taylor, quarterback Paul Conference Struggle 
Morrissey, defensive bac1c Mike In I.C.A.C. play St. Law-
Melnicki and running back Dave rence has reigned supreme the 
Pitzer. Most of tliese !)layers past three seasons. However, 
have recovered and will play Ithaca's young mentor does not 
against St. Lawrence but some expect "any team to be 6-0; if we 
/ 
M #ifM'ti#'fl§f''"i·',' r::•e-• :•0 i':1 1tP· '•'·½ -f i'" t0 ,t<•. t· 
GoodLUck 
Bombers i 
-,, 
-- ;!ti ..-~, ... 
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Fencing Club 
to Organize 
are out for several weeks or for can win all at home and one on 
But this Saturday· is where the season. Yes, St. Lawrence the road, we should be a 
all the work boils down into one has a good team but so does contender for the title." The The Ithaca College Fencing The Club caters to beginners 
two-hour contest. The Bombers Ithaca and around Bomber coun- Blue and 'fellow play four out of Club will h Id ·t fi t t· interested in I rn·n th b · 
b d ' 1 k" f the s·1x conference matches 1'n ' , 
0 1 s irs mee mg . ea I g e as1c travel to Canton, N.Y. where try evei"Y c, Y s 00 mg _or ano- Th d S t b 9 k lls f th rt f fe · they are to be hosted by the St. Ithaca, versus Hobart, Clarkson, urs ay ep em er at 8:oo s 1 0 e a O ncmg. 
Lawrence Saints. Last year ther fine season.. Alfred, and St. Lawrence onJy pm in the dance studio of Ben Last year, when the club 
when the Saints visited South travelling to R.P.I. and R.I.T. Light Gymnasium. was formed, a master from the 
H·11 th B b h Coach Maccormack feels St. A · F · A 
winning end of a lopsided 30-6 awrence, ome, and R.P .I., ,. j tr t d th 1 e om ers came out on t e L h ~-. ,, ... ~~ mencan encmg cademy in-
score. However, this year St. away, will be the most difficulty A 
5 
uc e e group. 
Lawrence has a strong oall ctub, contests on the I.C.A.C. sche- ._~._-r-• .. · · This year's aspirations are 
u ii) J Cornell and Binghamton, and ,_ _________________________ ,.;d:ul:e~.=------------ f .,.. &?- to meet against such rivals as 
THE t.) -~--If___ another instructer from the 
THE SUNDAY OST 
we~f!e Dtlha.ca's First 
Sunday Newspapelia 
Andl we're Booking for 
st;,me 1la8entedl peopDea. 
writing, irevoewing, circulation, 
photography, grraphic arf!, layoll.Dit, 
making coffee. 
Drop. Bw 
1HE SUNDA V /POST, 
Othaca 51s_ Newe~t NeJJYspaper 
DTHACA 'S. SUNDAV 
NEWSPA.PER. 
' 
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8' ~ A.F.A. is expected to share his 
skills with the club. 
Trivia Quiz 
By George Goodman 
\1) Philadelphia pitcher 
Larry Christenson hit t:wo ho-
mers Sunday ag!linst the Mets. 
Name the last pitcher to hit two 
homE:J~ns ~n one game. (Hint: 
He d1 1t with th~ -Phillies) 
2) Graig Nettles of the 
Yankees is in a race for the Home 
Run title in the American 
League. Name the last Yankee 
to lead the leagu! in home runs. 
3) Name the NFLer who 
had two safeties in one game. (Before 1975 season) 
4). Who . is the All-
time leading lifetime scorer in 
the NFL'! )Include AFLl 
5) Who is the all-time 
leading Rusher'!! 
. Theatrical fencing and ·epee 
wdl also be touched upon during 
the meetings. For further 
details con~ct David Landou, 
~ - . <D 
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REFRIGERATORS FOR RENT 
' APARTMENT SIZE_ 
BY M()NTH OR SEM.ESTER 
UNITED RENT ·ALL 
363, ELM.IRA. llD. 27~1807 ~ .... ~· J 
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Grant 
Opportunity 
Announced .-
The Institute of Internation-
al Education has announced the 
official opening of the· 1977-78 
competition .for grants for grad-
uate study or research abroad in 
academic fields_ and for profes- · 
sional training in the creative 
and performing arts. It is 
expected that approximately 550 , 
awards to 50 countries will be 
available for the 1977,78 acade-
mic year. 
The purpose of these grants 
is to increase mutual under-
standing between the people of 
the United States and other 
countries through the exchange 
of persons, knowledge and skills. 
They are provided under tlie 
terms of the Mutual Educational 
and Cultural Exchange Act of 
1961, (Fulbright-hays Act) and 
hy foreign governments, univer-· 
sities and private donors. 
Applicant Requirments 
Applicants must be U.S. 
citizens at the time of applica-
tion, who will generally hold a 
hachelor's degree or its equiva-
lent before the beginning date of 
the grant and, in most cases, will 
he proficient in the language of 
the host country. Except for 
certain specific awards, candi-
dates may not hold the PhD at 
the time of application. Candi-
dates for 1977-78 are ineligible 
for a grant to a country if they 
have been doing graduate work 
or conducting research in that 
country during the academic 
vear 1976-77 ..... .,,_ . ...,. · .- - - - ·,- ·--
. Creative and performing 
artists are not required to have a 
hachelor's degree, but they must 
have four year of professional 
study or equivalent experience. 
Social work applicants must have 
at least two years of professional 
t•xperience after the Master of 
Social Work degree; candidates 
in m'edicine must have an M.D. 
at the time of application. 
Selection and Wonnntion 
Selection is based on the 
academic and/or prnfessional re-
cord of the applicant, the validity 
and feasibility of the proposed 
study plan, the applicants, lan-
guage preparation and personal 
qualifications, Preference is 
1-,riven to candidates who have not 
had prior opportunity for ex-
tended studv or residence 
ahroad. · 
Information and application 
forms inay be obtained from · 
Ferris Cronkhite, Fulbright Pro-
g-ram Adviser at Ithaca College. 
The adviser is located in 326 
Muller and has office hours on 
MWF from 3-3:30; and on T Th 
from 2:15 to 3:00. The deadline 
·date for receipt of applications in· 
the Adviser's office- is Oct. 1, 
, 1976. 
l©>©l'~ 
FLOWER· SHOP 
RUMO'if. HAS IT.. . ' 
WE O(I A <;l}OD JOB! 
~ 
-:-'W-' 
·wi-.-
- .. . :DEUVER 
~272-l410 
· ,:209 N. AURORA-st'.· , · , ' 
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-HOURS 
Mon 
11:00 
Sat 
5:00 
TAKING ADVANTAGE OF ONE OF THE' LAST 
DAYS,- OF SUMMER, AN I.C. CLASS MEETS 
·OUTDOORS TO COMMUNE,' ACADEMICALLY, 
WITH NATURE. 
Thursday Iii .9 p~ I new selection 
/ 
' ,!·_, ~ ,.., .. , 
I - '· 
PHOTO BY FRANK SELLERS 
(} ··=·=·=<,,,,~Lg!.!?.,'!!!!,~,,,ic;;.,':g.!.!e.£.!£«·:<·>:<·) 
Qual:.ity , 
to challeflge 
Pabst. Si-nce/1·844m 
Tht:t quality has always 
, come through. 
PABST BREWING COMPANY 
Milwaukee w,s .. Peoria "Heights, Ill,, Newark, NJ , 'Los Angeles. Calif., Pabst, Georgia. 
. ,. ' ,. . -· ·"':~ .... 
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Did you ever walk down -
town and see a blind person 
tapping his way down the street 
and get the sudden notion that 
you didn't know anybody with a 
handicap? You may stop for a 
minute and contemplate why 
you've lead such a sheltered life; 
or you may walk away. If you 
ever found yourself wondering ... 
On Tuesday, there will be a 
meeting about a program which 
might answer your question. The 
Ithaca College Fellowship of 
Human Awareness, (formerly 
the Fellowship of Athletes) is a 
swimming and recreation pro -
gram offering physically and 
mentally handicapped people a 
variety of experiences. What 
I 
- ·- . - .. - .. ·_·. -~~- .'. c·i) .. :.f; / :: ;f ;,_:~;:/i.,;. : :.- -;~:- :' Fellowshi. . . ,./·~~ft~-... M_-·-_0 +.j~,,., .. , .. ·~\l.:,"-' 
_. _ _µ40_-~- _ . .. e~_.ng_.-.-,-
could be b~tter for'a .mentally . -.~.!;·::n~t-1;Q . r·. _· : ... ':ji!e_.- ·. ·.,·· reward in what ~:t ::· im 
retarted child than to learn to do .... ·."':.The--..prograrri.:origina~ed-: ... ~- .... -.. possible for.them to_achieve on 
the ~ackstroke. an~ _play water _with eight _chijdren and has .thEl lai)d. "'Think of ·the boost· a 
pol? m the same day? (either of -_-- grown· over the .. years to a child's moralrecieves when· he 
which he may have never.,;lone!) population to over 30 physically comes out of the pool and· says 
But the F.H:A.is a lot more . handicapped and mentally re - "Yes I can/''Hand-in-hand with 
than that! Beginnfog ies eight 1- tarded-children and young ad - that ·comes the iristruct1>r's in -
season;. the program has bran - ults. The participants will meet vaiualbe satisfaction of saying " 
ched out into many areas of every Saturday .from .11:30 am __ - Yes I helped." -
enjorment; · parti~s, picnics. -1:00 pm starting in October at , Sound inviting? Then come 
movies and bowling are only . the Hill Center poof.: On a t:a the first organizational meet -
samples. You may say, "But I'.te· perso!)al··one-~p~one basis, the ing Tuesday, September· 14, 8 
never done anything like that volm:1teer:s offer soeial and . pm in rooin p-5 of the Hill Center 
befor_e!" The F .H.A. is open to rec,reational opportunities which and find out what the program is 
any LC.student -- with one may be otherwise lacking in the all about. If there are-. any 
~ommon interest, to turn a frown lives of these individuals. In this __ -questions, please contact Rick · 
mto a smile and a smile into a environment) combined with the Gaddes, x605 or273-9592. 
laugh! You don't need a relaxing effects of the water, 
cer~ificate to do that, just a . they can grow beyond their 
desire to make someone elce labeled "handicaps" and find 
i :c#BErii;l €E·+PiSl!MSi 11ii! Ii»?! im\i'tll@'"fid&ifril®/S& il&565?' 1i01»f'Si#ia#\M#Pi"dt¥ta!LE:['4,'1 · 
Be hi"''* C. lo sec» l) oo'" s Relie:ious Activities .PJanned 
By Corey Taylor 
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S>EAN 
OF 
lHE 
StMOOL 
OF 
COMM lhJICATION5 
AT 
ITHAC.A coLLE,£ O 
With the new .chapel in full 
use this term, the re1igious 
groups on campus have laready 
gone.out of their way to make it a 
special year. · 
Hillel . has planned · many 
programs for Jewish students for 
the fall semester. On Saturday 
Sept. 18 at Midnight there wil, 
be a selihot- service. Rosh 
hashanah and yom Kippur Ser-
vices will be held jointly with 
Cornell. ··ne sign-up deadline for 
transportation to Cornell for 
either Orthodox, Conservative 
or reform services is September 
17. Following Yorn Kippur 
services there will be a Break the 
Fast communal supper on Mon-
day Oct. 4 at 7:30 in the Towers 
Dining room. 'The meal is free to 
those on the meal pian and $1.50 
for others. 
Hillel offers Affiliation to its 
organization for $15.00 for 4 
years or $5 for one year. A Hillel 
affiliation gives a person dis-
-co!)_nts to special events plus the 
groups newsletter. Information 
on all Hillel events is available by 
calling Jane Cambi, the Hillel 
Counselor at 274-3323 (x323). 
The United Christian Fe!-
- lowship sponsors many special 
programs. Included is a "Protes-
.tant Peoples Meeting for Wor-
ship" every Sunday in the 
chapel. Wednesday evenings at 
_5:30 the group . features "Cen-
tering," which is a special 
oecasion for prayer and medita-
tion. A film series titled "The 
Third·-·Testament on the First 
Sunday" will feature films on 
those individuals who might be 
an inspired source of a "Third 
~{_/.,..... 
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!LU.STEN 
. · Jl>raeli singirig and . dancing 
will be coming to the Crossroads 
on Sunday September 19 at 8 
pm. 
WE. THINK WE HA VE 
FOUND YOU! 
IJ fi2W L.;I L.:.J 
ste-r-eo 92 
The Radio Station', 
continued on page 15. 
~ooDesperado 
continued from page 7 
Desperado is "shootin' -for the stars," Marino 
reminds himself. "We're doing this for a living ... " 
After their Ithaca engagements are finished :they 
plan to travel through New England, but--lrcipe 
eventually to get signed for a recording contract. 
For right now, Desperado is- excited about 
playing in the Crossroads this Sunday night. After 
playing in bars._where people come to drink or to 
pick up other p8'Jj>le, ~he bands -are secondary, 
"and even though you're playin• your heart out, 
nobody's really lis_tenin'," said Marino. "Here (the 
_.- Crossroads) people will be coming specifically to 
hear the,,music ... we consider something like this a 
concert. . 
If you like them this. Sunday night, you can 
catch them every Thursday, Friday and Saturday 
this· month at the Stables, at the Rongovian on 
Sept. 19 and_ at the Holidayclnn Triphamm'er in 
October. 
Marino is generally optimistic about the 
future, saying, "There's a compromise between 
what e, as th~rtists, want to play, and what the 
audience wants.to hear. I think we've found-it." 
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Thurs., 9/9 
Lunch· 
Pizmrino Sandwich · Potato 
Chips 
Beef Noodle Casserole 
Julienne Salad Plate 
Nut Oatmeal Casserole 
(Union only) · · 
Cold · Cut and Cheese 
Sandwich Bar 
Dinner 
Veal Parmesan 
Swedish Meatballs 
Ham and Swiss Hoagies 
Fri., 9/10 
Lunch 
Hot Dog on Bun 
Macaroni and Cheese 
Ham and Waffle Bake 
Fruit Plate with Cottage 
Cheese 
Dinner 
Grilled Chopped Steak 
Baked Fish 
Pizza 
Ice Cream Excursion 
Sat., 9/11 
Lunch 
Hot Meat Loaf Sandwich 
Tuna a la King 
Scrambled Eggs 
Egg and Tuna Setups 
Dinner 
½Barbequed Chicken 
Steak 
Cheese Steak Hoagie 
Sun., 9/12 
Brunch 
Scrambled Eggs 
French Toast 
Sausage Links 
Bagels and Cream Cheese 
Assorted Pastries · 
Fruir Bowl 
Cold Cut and Cheese 
Platters 
Dinner 
Roast Pork, Applesause 
Dressing 
Spaghetti with Meat Sauce 
Cheese Omlet 
Mon., 9/13 
Lunch 
Hamberger on Bun 
Cold Cut Hoagie 
Melon Fruir Plate 
Pasta/Tomato Sauce 
Dinner 
Country Fried Steak 
Grilled liver and Fried 
O_nions 
Italian Sub 
Tues., 9/14 
Lunch 
Tuna Setup 
Chili and Grilled Cheese 
Egg Salad Stuffed Tomato 
Cold PLate 
Dinner 
Roast Turkey with Dressing 
Batter Fried Fish Fillets 
Stuffed Peppers 
Salad Bar 
Wed.,' 9/15 
Lunch 
Sloppy Joe· 
Turkey a la King 
Meat Roll-up Salad Plate 
Ham and Swiss on Rye 
Dinner 
Roast Beef 
Baked Lasagna 
Quarted Pound Dog 
Thurs., 9/16 
Lunch 
Grilled Reuben 
Shepards Pie 
Banana Split Fruit Plate 
Humbo Jumbo 
Salad Bar 
Dinner 
El Ranchero 
. , Chinese Pepper Steak 
; Mushroom and Plain Om 
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For sale: 19 in~ B&W 100 Bright, attractive college grad To G.A. 27-4-6. 
percent solid state Quasar with (IC diploma) currently unem- you ... 
stand. Nine months old, excel • ph>yed and seeking to make 
Prep awaib 
millions. Will accept most 
len.t condition, $125. Call 'l:11 - anythingJ but presidential _posi-
0359 or 257-3863. tion pre1erred. Contact Paul, 
G ·tar Le J care of The Ithacan. w ssons: au Classical 
rolk, Pop, Rock. AU ages and Distant Thoughts -
z\a~~~95,C~4E9ric Roberts . .If you.ever want to see your 
, ll • fnend agtl!D, send cash, man to 
Ord 1977 C • h the West Lake immediatley ' A er your ayugan m t e personal delivery is alw ' h 
Egbert Union Lobby Tue - Fri nicert by the way. ays muc 
from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm. he Albacore King 
Last chance to order the New 
York Times or order Daily News. 
Subscriptio11s ••• delivery starts 
this Monday. Save 40 percent. 
Call 'l:13-0870. Ask for Larry 
Katz. 
Anyone interested in joining the 
Men's Bowling Club come to an 
organizational meeting Tuesday 
nt 4:30 in the Hill Center Lanes. 
Secret Admirer-
Thank you for the beautiful 
nowers. Please let me know who 
you are so I can thank you in 
person. 
Dear Paul, 
. When my fingers are busy I 
~h1nk of _you and" miss my hello 
kisses. Remcmber .. .if you are 
an editor some day, I get to be 
your typist. 
Love, your lover 
_,,.,...--
To the guy in Business Law -
what are you doing Saturday 
night? 
Roses lll'e red, 
Violets lll'e another 
This is for everyone at ICB 
Including their mother. 
Dear-AM, 
Bulk 
Broadcasting without a format is 
like walking out of the house 
naked. 
FM 
1 Looking for flute player to give 
me lessons in jazz improvisation. 
Call Geri at x:559. 
We're not anti-studying. 
I; 
Everybody should be able t~ 
continued from page J 4 
Testament". The series will 
commence on Sunday Oct. 8 at 8 
pm in the chapel. The films will 
continue on the first Sunday of 
each month. 
On September 18th the 
Fellowship will feature a Wine-
tasting Trip to Hammondsport, 
N.Y. 
Information on these pro-
grams are available by calling 
Dale Winter, the Protestant 
Chaplain at x3185. 
All three major faiths offer 
regularly scheduled religious 
services. Protestant services are 
Sundays at 11:30 am and 7 pm. 
Catholic Mass is Saturday at 6:30 
pm and Sunday at 10:15 am and 
5:00 pm. Father Philip Lioi is the 
Catholic Chaplain. Jewish ser-
vices are sponsored by Hillel at 
6:30 pm on Fridays under the 
direction of Rabbi Morris Gold-
farb. All religious services take 
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recognize a flying buttress. . 
But there comes a point when reading one more 
line would be, if you'll pardon the expression, a death 
sentence. That's the time to pop a top. Schmt"dtis" 
Before you blow yours. 1; ,. 
· .• _ ~C;SCHMIOT&SQNS. l!IC... P.1:tlt.Aw PA 
The beer that might make 
Philadelphia famous. 
., 
.• 
n111.u:1•1.u.ec ... 
uabu,e·r,c•NCR••• 
begins its 1976-77 seas_on with ... 
nn·lACA COLL 
LIBRARY 
{i)QJ;:n~i,.aL 
1:rOOCf iJ[t~~\J COA~ctaA GJA~[!) 
l1(?AiJCU~~~CO~ 
~©oo~ [!AOO~ ~co~ i:rcuw a1ceai:roo COCO(D<tOOAWll 
~(?~~11 COA~~~A 
Saturday, September 18 at 8:30 pm 
in the Ben· Light Gymnasium 
TICKET OUTLETS: 
' Egbert Union Willard Straight Bach to Rock Mayer's Smoke.Shop ·I.C. Record·Store 
~. $5.00 
, · I.C. advance 
$5.50 
others, advan-ce 
$6~00 
day.:.of show · 
ROC·KIN·' REMNANTS 
Is ·B· ACK' . rn 
li/hJ81rcsi 9 ~ fb>e$~ @Ddies show returns Satutrdajf ffi1Dglnt$ 
il0 1JOpm on 93 FM . 
1/he · New Rt;,c~in.' Remn·a.nts 
=
0 tfh-e only "Sa(~rd,v· nigh.t. oldies Shf)W== 
with host Larry Epstein· 
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